International Ultra Triathlon Association
Consent Form
Please complete the following fields in BLOCK letters or electronically.
First Name: _____________________________________________________________
Family Name: ___________________________________________________________
Nationality: _____________________________________________________________
Date of Birth (dd.mm.yyyy): ________________________________________________
Street / Road / Nr. (Address): ______________________________________________
City / (State) / ZIP Code: __________________________________________________
Country: _______________________________________________________________
E-Mail Address: __________________________________________________________
Shirt-Size (S/M/L/XL):_____________________________________________________

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Date

I am aware that participating in an ultra triathlon sanctioned by the International
Ultra Triathlon Association (IUTA) can pose certain degree of danger to my health.
I am sufficiently insured. I am holding a third party insurance that covers all
damages that I may impose on any other persons or/and objects during my
participation of a competition. I shall not hold the IUTA, any representative of the
IUTA or the race organization responsible for such damages that may happen to
me, my equipment or third parties.
I am fully responsible for my equipment. The IUTA, any representative of the IUTA
or the race organization are not liable for the safety, any loss or damage of my
equipment.
I am medically healthy and sufficiently trained for the IUTA competition in which I
will participate. I am under medical guidance and my designated doctor has no
medical reason to advise me against participating in an ultra triathlon.
I declare that I am in possession of health insurance, which also secures me
abroad.
I grant full permission to the IUTA to any use of photographs, video or other
recordings that will involve me during the IUTA competition and events related to
the competition.
I agree that the IUTA stores and processes my personal data electronically and that
the IUTA may use my personal data (first and last name, year of birth, nationality
and results) in publications such as their website without restriction.
I declare that I am not competing under the influence of any illegal and banned
substances and fully respect the WADA regulations.
I declare that there are no illegal technologies on my bike, such as drive motors.
I have read and understand the IUTA rules and will fully respect them. I am aware
that by not respecting this rules the IUTA or any representative of the IUTA can pull
me out of the race at any time.
I fully respect the IUTA constitution and agree that I am an IUTA member
automatically as competitor of an IUTA sanctioned ultra triathlon.
I agree that the IUTA contact me by post or e-mail.
I declare that I have read and understood the IUTA consent form completely, that
my information is true and that I voluntarily sign this document.

Signature

(imprimer, remplir, scanner puis télécharger sur votre inscription SPORKRONO/ print,
fill, scan and download on the SPORKRONO registration page)

